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These Workshops are Tailored for Students,
Parents, Faculty and Staff
We offer educational conferences for students grades 3-12
in a hybrid/virtual platform.

LLC

First Things First - The focus of this session is how to identify
the important aspects and values of one’s life and how to ensure
they are prioritized. When students are aware of habits that help
young people be successful (based on “The 7 Habits of Highly
Effective Teens” by Sean Covey), they learn many skills such as how
to handle stress. Needless to say, teenagers are facing
unprecedented challenges. The objective is for students to practice
healthy habits for a happy and productive life.Participants will be
engaged in a writing activity and discussions with peers.
Strengthening Your Mind, Body, Spirit - The focus of this
session is to practice simple daily tasks to keep our minds sharp,
our bodies active and our spirits uplifted. Empathy, inner peace,
courage and love are important qualities of life that can be
maximized through mindfulness. The objective is for students to
become aware of the connection that the mind-body-spirit has in
fostering a balanced life. The participants will be engaged in
discussions and in a game that reinforces the concepts taught
in this session.

What is Anxiety and Stress? - The focus of this session is for

participants to understand how stress affects our minds, bodies and
actions. It is important to acknowledge the many changes we
experience throughout life and how to handle the stress that could
follow. Participants will be engaged in activities that will assist in
processing the content that is being presented.
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Coping with Anxiety and Stress - We will explore ways to

cope with anxiety and stress and discuss ways to implement some
habits to maintain a healthy perspective. Coping strategies to
reinforce positive thoughts, providing tools for growth, and
outlining appropriate behaviors can help diminish the negative
effects of anxiety and stress. A game will be played by participants
to help understand and reinforce concepts taught.

Who Moved My Cheese? - The focus of this session is to
understand that ‘change’ is the only constant. The recent pandemic
has caused more change than anyone could have imagined. This fun
and short story will help participants understand that even when
their cheese is moved, it is critical to keep moving forward. The
cheese is a metaphor for their dreams, short-term and long-term
goals.The characters are faced with unexpected change and how
they can help each other. Participants will be engaged in an activity
where they will help one another.
Techniques I Can Do to Help Myself When I Worry or
Have Fear - The focus of this session is to learn fun and creative

ways to self-regulate, self-help and how to manage one’s emotions
through the use of scribbling, writing, �inger holds and tapping on
meridian points. (These techniques are from studies from CJEA,
Creative Journal Expressive Arts,The Capacitar Program and UCLA
Social Emotional on a Shoestring Program.)
Research Based Presentations by IMA

imastarlikeu@yahoo.com

imastarlikeyou.com
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Once Upon A Time…
Fun to Read and Write
A hybrid/virtual experience

LLC

IMA (Inspiration Motivation Application LLC) is

proud to bring you a unique experience that will
in�luence your elementary students to fall in love
with Reading and Writing through several fun,
engaging and intentional activities that also address
Social Emotional Learning!

We feature “real life” fairy tale and superhero
characters who sing beautifully and will immerse
your students in a dazzling storytelling session. Not
only have most of our talented characters been
trained as musical theatre vocalists, but their
personalities and full costumes enhance this
convincing experience and will impact your students’
interest in reading and writing.

Whether you are planning a reward assembly, a perfect
attendance incentive or a motivating pre-testing
experience…this can be the perfect solution. We can help
you decide which option is best for your students and
will tailor your presentation accordingly so they can
smile and perform happily ever after!

Please feel free to contact me on my cell: 915.203.8595
or email: imastarlikeu@yahoo.com. Meeting via ZOOM
is also an option.

Call for details and pricing on this pandemic promotion!!

